Abstract -Application-layer multicast (ALM), as alternative to IP multicast, provides group communication without the need for network infrastructure support. To improve the reliability of ALM service, path diversity has been studied and two schemes to construct diverse paths for hosts are proposed. One is the random multicast forest (RMF) and the other is topology-aware hierarchical arrangement graph (THAG). RMF makes the paths from the media source to a participating host diverse by selecting parents for each host randomly, while THAG makes the paths node-disjoint by constructing multiple independent multicast trees, where any interior node in a multicast tree will be leaf node in all the other multicast trees. Topology-awareness is implemented in both schemes to make them efficient for media delivery. We compare the reliability and efficiency of THAG and RMF through extensive simulation. The results show that the reliability of THAG has been improved up to 20% compared with RMF. The efficiency metrics, such as RDP, link stress, and delay variation among different trees in THAG, are also smaller than or almost the same as that in RMF. The results indicate that THAG is a reliable and efficient ALM scheme for streaming media service. 
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of streaming applications, providing streaming broadcast service across large-scale Internet attracts lots of interests in recent years. In all those research efforts, application-layer multicast (ALM) becomes the most prospective means since it inherits the effectiveness of multicast in group communications and overcomes the deployment difficulties of IP-layer multicast.
There has been much work in recent years on the topic of streaming media over ALM in the literature, such as NICE [1] , Narada [2] , CoopNet [4] , HMTP [5] , OMNI [6] , SpreadIt [7] and SplitStream [9] . In ALM systems, the multicast tree is rooted at the media server and participating hosts join the tree as interior or leaf nodes. Interior nodes are responsible for forwarding media data from its parent node to its children nodes through unicast. Considering the quality of service (QoS) requirements for streaming media applications, such as playback continuity, propagation delay constraint, and large bandwidth consumption, the following issues are critical for media streaming service that need to be addressed. * This work is performed while Mr. Ruixiong Tian is a visiting student at Microsoft Research Asia.
Firstly, the behaviors of participating hosts are unpredictable since the hosts have the freedom to join and leave the service at any time. The departure or failure of any interior node in the multicast tree will severely affect the descendent nodes so that the stability of multicast service will be affected greatly by node dynamics. Secondly, the propagation delay from media source to participating node may be excessive because the media data is forwarded by a number of interior nodes along multicast tree. Since end hosts in ALM do not have the routing information available to routers, the multicast trees built in ALM suffers from the increasing of propagation delay and the inefficient usage of bandwidth compared with IP multicast. Thirdly, the hosts and network infrastructure are heterogeneous in large-scale ALM system. The service capability on an interior node is subject to both the available network bandwidth and processing capability. Moreover, different network links exhibit different characteristics, such as bandwidth, delay, and packet loss, which greatly affect the QoS of streaming service perceived by end users.
It is known that Internet is highly dynamic, while ALM based on Internet is much more dynamic because of the host unpredictability. It makes seeking for optimized system design for media transmission excessively complex in ALM. In ALM, each participating host can communicate with another host directly or through one or more other relay hosts, which means that each node has potential multiple paths to communicate with media source. These abundant optional paths provide flexibility to explore methods of improving media transmission performance through path diversity.
Using a number of paths simultaneously, the application can effectively see the "average" path behavior. The average path behavior is generally better than the behavior of any individual path, such as increasing of throughput, reducing of packet loss, etc. This is referred as path diversity [19] . The basic intuition behind path diversity is that although media transmission in each path may not optimized, if several paths are not sharing the same congested or deteriorated intermediate nodes or links, the average performance on several paths is better than that on any individual path. Utilizing path diversity, the probability of an outage caused by path damage, which is normal in ALM due to host dynamics, decreases dramatically, because here an outage occurs if and only if all related paths undergo outages simultaneously.
To utilize path diversity, the structure of ALM should explore redundant paths, and deliver media data in different paths. The media data received by a host along different paths can be the same or not. To improve efficiency, the coding/ decoding method should be accommodated to diverse paths. Multiple Description Coding (MDC) [10] can be applied for such purpose. In this paper, we propose two robust and effective ALM schemes for media streaming by utilizing path diversity, one is random multicast forest (RMF) and the other one is topology-aware hierarchical arrangement graph (THAG). MDC is used to split streaming media into several sub-streams and each sub-stream is delivered through a separate multicast tree in both schemes.
In RMF, to make several paths from a host to the media source diverse, the parents in different multicast trees for a host are selected randomly. In THAG, the paths from a host to the media source are node-disjoint. Here node-disjoint means that among all the paths from a host to the media source, the interior hosts in a path are different from those in all other paths. Because of the independence of node-disjoint paths, the reliability of media transmission will be further improved in THAG. To construct node-disjoint paths for each host in ALM, we design a hierarchical arrangement graph structure and build independent spanning trees in it, where independent spanning trees mean that any interior node in a tree can only be leaf node in all the other trees.
It is known that the transmission latency in ALM may be stretched extremely since the application-layer paths are not along the shortest network-layer path. To address this problem, the adjacent hosts are organized into a group and serve each other in the same group. In THAG, a certain number of adjacent hosts are grouped into an arrangement graph (AG). In RMF, each host will select its parent in a multicast tree from a set of close nodes in the tree. Since the adjacent hosts usually share the relatively better network conditions in local areas or intra-domains, the transmission latency from media source to a host can be reduced.
The reliability and efficiency of RMF and THAG are compared through extensive simulation. The simulation results show that the reliability of THAG has been improved up to 20% compared with RMF. The RDP, link stress, and delay variation from different paths in THAG are also smaller than or almost the same as that in RMF. The results indicate that THAG is a reliable and efficient ALM scheme for streaming media service.
In the remainder sections, we will explain the design of RMF and THAG; also we will provide a protocol to implement THAG. In Section II, background and related work in this area is introduced. In Section III and IV, the design of RMF and THAG is explained, respectively. In Section V, the protocol to construct and maintain THAG is addressed. The simulation results are reported in Section VI and the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we present some background on path diversity and its applications in Internet. We also summarize previous work on media streaming in ALM by exploring path diversity.
A. Path diversity and applications in Internet
In Internet, packets are delivered to the destination along the path selected by routing architecture in core of Internet, including intra-domain routing protocol (such as RIP, OSPF, IS-IS) and inter-domain routing protocol (such as BGP). It is known that Internet changes dynamically, however, Internet routing can not react to the variation of network condition so rapidly. For example, BGP routing may take several or tens of minutes to reach stability when network change occurs [20] . Rather than waiting the routing architecture to react to changes, applications may choose alternate paths. The conventional strategy for application is to distribute the load into several paths. Usually, the average path characteristics for several paths may be better than any individual path.
S. Savage et al. [21] conducted a measurement-based study comparing the performance seen using the "default" path taken in the Internet with the potential performance available using some alternate paths. They found that in 30-80% of the cases, there is an alternate path with significantly superior quality in terms of metrics such as round-trip-time, loss rate, and bandwidth. These results demonstrate that path diversity can have significant performance improvement for applications when it is properly utilized.
A thoroughly ploughed area on utilizing path diversity is parallel downloading, where large volume contents are replicated in several distributed servers in Internet and clients can access content from several servers simultaneously. Server selection and load balancing algorithms can make users experience significant speedup and very consistent response times [22] . Another area on utilizing path diversity is video communication. J. Apostolopoulos [19] presented a system for providing reliable video delivery over lossy packet Internet, in which path diversity is introduced to overcome packet loss. The benefits of path diversity summarized in [19] include: (1) The application sees the average network behavior, which generally leads to a reduction in link quality variability and improvement in end-to-end application quality; (2) Burst loss can be converted into the loss of a number of isolated packets, which can improve overall quality because compressed video is easier to recover from multiple isolated losses than from the consecutive ones; (3) The probability of an outage decreases dramatically with path diversity.
Of the various techniques to improve streaming media quality, a method of MDC with path diversity was introduced. Using MDC, the media content is encoded into several separate streams, or descriptions, so that any subset of these descriptions can be decoded into a signal with certain distortion. The perceived media quality is commensurate with the number of received descriptions, i.e., the more descriptions is received, the higher the quality of the reconstructed signal is [4, 10] . The nature of arbitrary combination of MDC descriptions exhibits a graceful and flexible way to achieve fault-tolerant and adaptive streaming service in ALM.
MDC is helpful to improve the robustness of ALM by reducing the disruption due to host unreliability and to balance load amongst hosts. In this paper, we aim to build streaming media delivery structure with path diversity in ALM to improve the reliability and effectiveness of streaming service, where the streaming media is coded through MDC.
B. Related Work
There are some related work on ALM for media streaming in the literature, which include NICE [1] , Narada [2] , CoopNet [4] , HMTP [5] , OMNI [6] , SpreadIt [7] and SplitStream [9] .
All these mentioned works fell into two categories: (1) Singletree multicast, and (2) Multiple-tree multicast.
In single-tree multicast category, the participating hosts are organized into one multicast tree and the streaming media is delivered through the tree. One of the famous single-tree multicast systems is End System Multicast which is used to broadcast SigComm 2003 live streaming across the Internet [8] . However, single-tree multicast is neither fault-tolerant nor fair because a small number of nodes carry the burden of forwarding traffic while a large number of leaf nodes don't contribute any resources [9] .
To utilize path diversity for improving reliability and QoS of streaming applications, multiple-tree multicast schemes are proposed, notably CoopNet and SplitStream. Both CoopNet and SplitStream stripe media content using MDC. Each stripe is delivered through a different multicast tree. CoopNet uses a centralized algorithm to build the spanning trees while SplitStream builds the trees in a distributed manner based on Pastry [12] and Scribe [13] . However, both CoopNet and SplitStream do not ensure the independence of multiple trees, which means that a host can be interior nodes in several multicast trees and its failure will prevent the descendents from receiving corresponding media data. In our THAG scheme, all the multicast trees are constructed in distributed manner and the independence of the multicast trees is ensured. This independency guarantees that the failure of any host will affect the data delivery at most in one multicast tree, thus the impact of failure only propagates in a minimal manner resulting in improved system reliability.
III. RANDOM MULTICAST FOREST
In the next two sections, we will present two schemes to construct diverse paths for hosts in ALM. The scheme introduces in this section is random multicast forest (RMF). With this scheme, each host in the multicast service can join several multicast trees and receive corresponding media data from these trees. To make the paths from a host to media source along different trees diverse, randomness is considered when a host selects parent nodes.
When a host joins RMF, it selects a parent node in each multicast tree. In this process, it measures and finds m closest hosts in the tree as candidate parents. Then it selects one of m candidates randomly as its parent and keeps the others for system maintenance when current parent fails. The measurement process is as follows: a joining host should measure the root and all its children in a tree. Then it selects the closest one and measures its children too. The process is iterated until the closest one has no children or its children are all measured previously. The closest m nodes are selected as candidates. We can see that the join process is similar as that in HMTP. The difference is that in HMTP only one closest node is required while in RMF m closest candidates are selected. Selecting a candidate randomly as parent node can make the paths as diverse as possible, while it can not ensure node-disjointness.
A simple RMF structure is illustrated in Figure 1 . There are two trees denoted by solid lines and dash lines, respectively. Each host can serve two children. When a newcomer wants to join RMF, it measures the distances between itself and the root node as well as the children of root.
Then it selects the closest m (we set m=2 in Figure 1 ) among the measured capable hosts as candidate parents. Furthermore, the newcomer will measure the distances between it and the children of the closest candidate to explore possible closer hosts. The closer hosts will be added in the candidate list or replace some distant hosts in the list. The process will iterate till the closest candidate has no child. According to the above process, in Figure 1 , the newcomer will select H 2 and H 4 as the candidate parents in solid-line tree. Then it selects a host from H 2 and H 4 randomly and H 2 is selected. The similar operation is done for dash-line tree and H 4 is select as parent in this tree. In this way, the newcomer joins both trees and receives media data from its parents. From Figure 1 , we can see that in order to select a parent node, log(N) measurements are required, where N is the multicast group size. In addition, randomness utilized in parent selection can make the paths diverse compared with selecting parents only according to distance. The size of candidate list, m, will affect the diversity of constructed paths and the larger the m is, the more diverse the paths are. However, large m would cause the selection of long-distance candidate, which in turn resulting in the increase of transmission delay. Usually m can be set to the same or twice of the number of trees in RMF to make tradeoff.
RMF can be regarded as the extension of single-tree multicast scheme, as HMTP [5] , to multiple-tree one and all the protocol of HMTP can be easily transferred to RMF. The structure of RMF is similar as that in CoopNet, where a central server is required to maintain multiple trees and a newcomer's parents are assigned by the server.
IV. TOPOLOGY-AWARE HIERACHICAL ARRANGEMENT GRAPH
In this section, we propose a new model, topology-aware hierarchical arrangement graph (THAG), to construct nodedisjoint paths for all the participating hosts through independent multicast trees. In THAG, participating hosts are grouped into a number of small arrangement graphs (AG). In each AG, several independent multicast trees are embedded. Then, we assemble the small AGs into tree-like hierarchical structure. Note that the hierarchical structure is constructed in a topology-aware way to provide QoS-provision service.
A. Independent Multicast Trees in Arrangement Graph
A class of ALM systems is based on structured overlays where the members are assigned logical addresses from certain abstract spaces [16] . One advantage of such overlay topology is that for good choices of the address space and the topology, next-hop routing information for multicast transmission can be encoded in the logical addresses, which is called self-routing property. In our scheme, AG is selected as the basic topology in multicast service due to its self-routing property. Moreover, several independent multicast trees can be embedded into the AG structure.
AG is a regular interconnection topology [11] . Mathematically, an (n,k)-AG, denoted by A n,k , is specified by integers n and k, 1 k n-1. Let ) ( n k P be the set of permutations of k symbols taken from set {1,2,…n}. The element in Figure 2 shows the topology of an A 4,2 . In a full-filled A n,2 , there are n(n-1) nodes where any node a i,j (
) is labeled by its coordinates (i,j). There is a connection between any two nodes whose coordinates have only one digital difference from each other. For example, node a 1,2 has connections with node a 1,j (j = 3,4) and a i,2 (i = 3,4) in A 4,2 . Therefore, the degree of each node in A n,2 is 2(n-2). AG presents both vertex symmetry and edge symmetry, which exhibits some desired properties for overlay topology such as strong resilience and maximal fault-tolerance [3] . We choose A n,2 as the structure unit to construct multicast overlay and to embed independent multicast trees in it. At most n-2 independent trees can be embedded in an A n,2 structure. Figure 3 shows the example of embedding two multicast trees in A 4,2 . Node a 3,1 and a 4,1 are selected as the root of two multicast trees, respectively. We can see that one multicast tree is independent of the other, which means each node serves as an interior node in at most one multicast tree.
We present the algorithm of embedding n-2 independent multicast trees into an A n,2 as follows.
(1) Root node selection. Since the A n,2 is edge-and vertexsymmetric graph, any adjacent n-2 nodes can be selected as root nodes. In this paper, we assign node a k,1 (k=3,4,…n) as the root nodes for n-2 multicast trees. For any given root node a k,1 (k=3,…n), a multicast tree T k is created as in step (2)- (5).
(2) Let node a k,y (y=2,3,…,n, y ≠ k) and node a x,1 (x=2,3,…,n, x ≠ k) join the tree T k , and root node a k,1 is chosen as the parent node .
(3) Let node a x,y (x=2,3,…,n, x ≠ k, y=2,3,…,n, y ≠ k) join the tree T k , and node a k,y is chosen as the parent node.
(4) If k is odd, let node a 1,k join the tree T k , and node a 1,k-1 is chosen as the parent node. Let node a x,k (x=2,3,…,n, x ≠ k) join the tree T k , and node a 1,k is chosen as the parent node.
(5) If k is even, let node a 2,k join the tree T k , and node a 2,k-1 is chosen as the parent node. Let node a x,k (x=1,3,…,n, x ≠ k) joins the tree T k , and node a 2,k is chosen as the parent node. After running the algorithm, all nodes in the A n,2 join n-2 multicast trees. Note that, each node is selected as the interior node in one multicast tree at most, thus the embedded multicast trees are independent with each another.
As presented above, for any node in A n,2 , its parent node in each multicast tree is also a neighbor node in AG topology. Thus each node can determine to access every multicast tree locally. In addition, the embedded multicast trees in an AG present good fairness. For example, in A n,2 , only two nodes (a 2,1 and a 1, 4 in Figure 3 ) are leaf nodes, which is called fullleaf nodes and all the other nodes are interior nodes, which share the burden of forwarding data in multicast service.
In A n,2 , at most n-2 independent trees can be embedded. To construct s multicast trees, we should select 2 n s ≥ + . In addition, the maximum degree of node in a tree in A n,2 is 2(n-2). To make the multicast trees as short as possible, the service capacity, i.e. the number of children that an interior node can serve in a tree, should be utilized maximally. If 2 n s > + , the utilized trees in AG are less than the trees that can be utilized. In this case, the unused trees can be utilized to further improve the system reliability, which will be illustrated in Subsection IV.C. No matter how large n is, there are only two nodes are full-leaf nodes in a full-filled AG. One of them (a 2,1 in this paper) can be utilized to construct and maintain the hierarchical AG structure, which is explained in Section V.
In summary, there are several features in AG which are useful in ALM:
(1) Independent multicast trees can be embedded in AG. Each node can determine its parents in all trees locally and all parents are its neighbors.
(2) Almost all nodes are interior nodes in multicast trees except two full-leaf nodes, which can be further used to help structure construction and maintenance.
(3) AG is regular topology. A node can reach any other node in at most 3 hops.
(4) AG is resilient. If a node leaves, its neighbors can detect the departure. One neighbor will create virtual node for the vacant position. All the neighbors can find the virtual node through the AG structure. The virtual node can be replaced by actual node later. Though each node's degree is 2(n-2) in AG,
B. Extend Arrangement Graph to Hierarchical Architecture
As presented above, the size of an A n,2 is very limited. Typically, there is at most 90 nodes in an A 10, 2 . In order to accommodate a large number of hosts to join multicast service, we extend the small AGs into hierarchical architecture by deriving child-AGs and constructing AG-tree structure.
As shown in Figure 4 , the left A 4,2 derives two child-A 4,2 when it is fulfilled. The node a 3,2 and a 4,2 in the parent-AG serve as the source nodes of child-AG 1 to forward corresponding descriptions. Similarly, the node a 1,3 and a 4,3 in parent-AG serve as the source nodes for child-AG 2. Suppose that a node acts as the interior node of T k in parent-AG, it will also act as the source node for T k in child-AG. So the independence of multicast trees is preserved.
In general, a column of nodes in an AG {a i,j |i=1,..,n,i j,i (j+1)mod2 +1} (1<j<n) can derive one or more child-AGs. The number of Child-AGs derived from this row of nodes is called deriving capacity, which is a function of the nodes' service capacity. If s trees in A n,2 are utilized (n2>s) and an interior node in a tree can serve d children (d>s), the deriving capacity is d+2-n. We can see that small AGs are connected in a degreeconstrained tree-like structure in hierarchical AG to support large-scale multicast service. Theorem 1 below indicates that a well-shaped hierarchical AG guarantees that the height of multicast trees is only logarithmical to the system size which is critical to reduce propagation delay.
Theorem 1:
The height of multicast trees embedded in balanced hierarchical AG is O (log(N) ), where N is the number of nodes in hierarchical AG.
Proof: Theoretically, the height of a k-nary balanced tree is logarithmical to the number of nodes in the tree. Thus, in the k-nary tree-like hierarchical AG, the height of AG-tree is logarithmical to the number of AGs. Since the number of nodes in an AG is constant and the height of embedded trees in an AG is 4, which is also a constant, the height of multicast trees in a balanced hierarchical AG system is logarithmical to the number of participating hosts.
C. Fast switch between trees in AG
If s trees are utilized to deliver media data in A n,2 where n>s+2, there are n-2-s trees are not utilized. The trees which deliver data are called delivery trees and the other trees are called non-delivery trees. The non-delivery trees can provide alternative paths temporarily when some interior nodes in delivery trees leave. Thus the reliability of data delivery can be improved to a greater extent.
When a node cannot receive data from a parent in delivery tree, it asks a parent in non-delivery tree to send data. Thus the data delivery can be switched to non-delivery tree partly. For example, in Figure 5 , The tree rooted at node a 4,1 is delivery tree. If the interior node a 4,2 in this tree failed, the node a 3,2 and a 1,2 can't receive media data. Node a 3,2 can ask its parent a 3,1 in non-delivery tree to forward corresponding data. And node a 1,2 can ask its parent a 3,2 to forward media data. In this way, all the live nodes can receive data. The left in Figure 5 denotes the delivery tree and the right denotes the switched multicast tree. Since all trees are embedded in an AG and the parents of a node in each tree can be determined locally, a node can change its data delivery between trees rapidly once its parent fails, which is called the ability of fast switch between trees in an AG. Note that a node in non-delivery tree can only provide one description data to ensure the independence of multiple multicast trees. Figure 5 Fast switch in A4,2 where the tree rooted at a4,1 is delivery tree and the tree rooted at a3,1 is non-delivery tree.
In this way, although the failure of some interior nodes in a tree can disrupt the data delivery in this tree, the other nodes are allowed to remedy the disruption. Each node only asks its parent to forward data, and it forwards data only when being asked by its child in the non-delivery tree, thus the data doesn't deliver along the whole non-delivery tree. The ability of fast switch means the delivery and non-delivery trees combine a spanning tree in case that some nodes fail. The switched data delivery is limited in the same tree and the independence of the data delivery between each multicast trees is still kept.
D. Topology-aware Hierarchical AG
In the above subsections, we present a hierarchical AG structure in which the independent multicast trees are embedded to improve the reliability of media streaming service. In this subsection, topology-awareness will be considered to improve the efficiency of data delivery.
Target at live streaming, reducing propagation latency and providing high bandwidth service are the key issues in our design. The proposed hierarchical AG structure provides a logical topology for streaming application, which does not guarantee a good match with the network-layer topology that is critical for QoS-provision service. This mismatch will cause great inefficiency, such as increasing propagation delay, increasing link stress, increasing delay variation, etc., in media streaming system in some cases. In order to provide high QoS for multimedia streaming, the well-shaped multicast trees are essential for hierarchical AG structure.
Note that the host in ALM system has limited capacity. Each host can only forward media streaming to a limited number of children hosts. Since finding a spanning tree with minimum diameter subject to the constraint of node degree is NP-complete problem [20] , in this paper, we propose a heuristic algorithm to construct the QoS-provision multicast trees for media streaming. The key idea is trying to let the logical topology of hierarchical AG match the underlying network topology as much as possible. The objectives of topology-aware hierarchical AG are enumerated as follows:
(1) The closer a host is to the source host, the higher level AG it participants in. In the view of the root node, the media data should be forwarded from the near node to the distant node to reduce the propagation delay.
(2) The hosts who are close to each other should be in the same AG or nearby AGs. Clustering the adjacent hosts reduces the transmission delay in an AG and between conjunctional AGs. Moreover, it also helps to reduce the delay variation of different multicast trees in hierarchical AG.
(3) Considering packet at application layer introduces additional forwarding delay, lowering the height of multicast trees is helpful for reducing the forwarding hops between source and receivers. Since the balanced tree structure presents the minimal tree height, building a balanced hierarchical AG structure is critical for our design.
Note that in this paper, we use delay to measure the distance between hosts. Any network measurement technology [14, 15, 24] can be used in our scheme. Moreover, other metrics such as bandwidth can also be used to model the host relationship in the future.
V. THAG PROTOCOL DESIGN
In this section, the protocol of constructing and maintaining THAG is proposed according to general idea described in above section. Some general terms and data structures are defined as follows.
AG coordinate. Each node is assigned an AG coordinate which represents the logical position of this node in the AG and in the embedded multicast trees. Note that AG coordinate is effect in local AG. Once a node changes its position in THAG, its AG coordinate will change accordingly.
Network coordinate. In THAG, network coordinate technology, such as GNP [15] , Vivaldi [24] , is used. Network coordinates are obtained by mapping complex Internet into simple geometry space. Each host can use network coordinate to compute the distance between any couple of hosts through a known distance function locally. Because the position of a host in Internet is fairly stable, once the network coordinate of a host is obtained, it can be used for a relative long time, which can reduce the measurement overhead.
AG entrance. In each AG, a full-leaf node is selected as AG entrance. The entrance node is the first node when an AG is formed and it should maintain the current states of all the AG members. Because the size of an AG is small, the maintenance overhead is not that high. In addition, AG entrance should be the most stable node in an AG.
AG sources.
A column of nodes in the parent AG providing data to its child-AG is the child-AG's sources. For the top AG in THAG, its source is the media server. The AG entrance should know the network coordinates of its sources, which is useful for topology-aware construction of THAG.
Virtual node.
To keep an AG complete, if a position in the AG is vacant, virtual node will be created by its neighbor or AG entrance. The AG entrance is the first member of an AG and it will create virtual nodes for all the local AG members initially. Virtual node is replaced by later joined host. The holder of virtual node should maintain not only its own connections but also the connections of virtual node. The AG entrance can adjust the holders of virtual nodes to ensure the independence of embedded multicast trees and balance the service burden of different members.
A. Host Join
In this subsection, we propose a Locating-ReplacingSinking algorithm (LRS) for constructing THAG. The basic idea is that a new host joins THAG by iteratively communicating with AG entrances from the top down along AG-tree as presented in Figure 4 . The newcomer will first send join message to the entrance of the highest AG in THAG. If the AG is not full-filled, the AG will accept the newcomer and locate a virtual node position for it. Otherwise, the entrance will decide whether to replace an existing AG member or not. If the newcomer replaces an AG member, the replaced host, otherwise the newcomer will sink down and communicate with the entrance of a current child-AG. Then the former process can be iterated. In this way, the newcomer or the replaced node will find a position in hierarchical AGs and join the multicast service ultimately. Figure 6 presents the workflow of the LRS algorithm. In THAG, the top AG entrance is determined in advance. It can be a rendezvous point. For each child-AG entrance, it is the first node of a new AG and it joins from one of AG sources in parent AG, moreover, it knows all the AG sources. All the subsequent AG members join from it. For all the entrance, when it initiates an AG, it will create the virtual nodes for all the AG members and maintains the network coordinates of the AG sources. If new node joins, the AG entrance will assign the AG coordinate and transfer some LRS Algorithm //Suppose the new host is h, the entrance of highest AG is e 0 . //The procedure is Iteration (h, e 0 ); Iteration (HOST h, ENTRANCE e) { //Locating procedure if (locating a virtual node) { Host h joins the AG by replace the virtual node; return; } //Replacing procedure if (finding a host r in AG to be replaced) { h replaces the host r and joins the AG; h=r; } //Sinking procedure find a closest interior node h c to h; if (h c has less child-AG than it can serve) { h initiates a new child-AG of h c . return; } else { find a proper child-AG of h c whose entrance is e c; Iteration (r, e c ); } } virtual nodes to it. In addition, each member should report its state information to the AG entrance once its state changes through direct connection or the AG structure.
When a newcomer sends a join message to an AG entrance, since the entrance knows the complete structure of current AG, it will check the virtual nodes at first. If there are some virtual nodes, the AG entrance will select one by the rule of keeping all the trees with almost the same interior nodes and reply it to the newcomer. The newcomer will contact with the holder of the virtual node and establish connections with the neighbors of the virtual node. In addition, it should send state message to its AG entrance. This process is called locating procedure.
In the case that an AG is fulfilled, the AG entrance will explore whether there is an existing node in the AG which is suitable to be replaced to reduce the transmission delay. This process is called replacing procedure. In order to cluster nearby hosts into the same AG, and to make the AG close to AG sources, the entrance should compute the Replacement Gain,
) according to the network coordinates of AG members and sources as follow:
where h denotes the joining host, s i denotes the ith AG source and d is the distance function defined in network coordinate technology. Note that G(x,y) is defined as the division of the sum of distances between node a x,y and AG sources and the sum of distances between the joining host and AG sources. G(x,y)>1, means the node a x,y is farther from the AG sources than the joining host. The entrance will choose the node with maximum replacement gain G m (G m >1) to be replaced by the joining host.
After the replacing procedure, if an AG member is replaced, the joining host changes to be the replaced node. The joining host should sink into one of child-AGs. This process is called sinking procedure. The key issue in this process is to find the closest child-AG to join. In THAG, if an AG entrance determines that the joining host should sink into a child-AG, it will find the closest interior node to the joining host. The joining host then contacts with this interior node and get the information of all its child-AGs. If the interior node has less child-AGs than it can serve, the joining host will join as an AG entrance and initiate a new child-AG derived from the interior node. Otherwise, the joining host will contact with all the child-AGs' entrances, select the AG that has smallest average distance between the joining host and the AG members and then join from it.
The LRS algorithm exhibits very good performance in several aspects. Firstly, the hierarchical AG structure is constructed in a topology-aware manner. The multicast overlay topology tends to match the network-layer topology by clustering nearby hosts within the same AG or in conjunctional AGs. Secondly, the overhead in the LRS algorithm is very light and a new host can join the multicast trees in very short time. In locating and replacing procedure, since the AG entrance can determine locally, no network overhead is needed. In sinking procedure, the sinking node will contact with the closest interior node and find all the child-AGs, then contact with all the child-AG entrances. If the interior node has d child-AGs, the required overhead is a most O(2d+1) messages. In addition, the height of AG-tree is O(log(N)) according to Theorem 1, which means at most O(log(N)) AGs will be encountered in the join process.
In THAG, if a node has little service capability to serve other nodes, it should join at the bottom of AG tree. In the join process, the replacing process is not performed and it sinks to the bottom.
B. THAG Maintainance
In the above subsection, AG entrances are utilized to accelerate the join process and reduce the join overhead. In THAG, AG entrances are useful, but not absolutely necessary. If there is no AG entrance, a newcomer can collect an AG structure by multicast a message in the AG and all the AG members will reply their states. Then it can perform the operation instead of an entrance as in Figure 6 . So there are two types of mechanisms to construct and maintain THAG: one is through AG entrances and the other is through the THAG structure. They can be used alternatively and the robustness of THAG is ensured.
States in hierarchical AG are refreshed by periodic heartbeat message between the neighbors in an AG or adjacent parent and child AGs. Also, all the AG members will report their states to their AG entrance. If an AG root leaves, one of its children serving as interior node in the same tree will try to promote itself as AG root. Since these children are neighbors with each another, the sequence to replace the departed root can be determined in advance. If an interior node leaves, its parent in the same tree will create a virtual node for the vacant position and undertake the position's tasks. If the departed node is a full-leaf node, some assigned parents can take over the position. If the departed node is AG entrance, its parent should collect the AG structure and function as an entrance temporally.
Any children of the departed node will find the parent position (i.e. the holder of virtual node) through self-routing [23] in the same AG or through AG entrance. If the departed node has children in child-AGs, they can access the upper AG and find the new parent position starting from other AG sources. In this way, the virtual nodes can repair the structure of THAG and the media service can be rescued rapidly. Moreover, the virtual node can be replaced by a newcomer or a node in child-AG if its holder requires. In fact, if a holder has a virtual node and it also has child-AGs, it can contact with the entrance of a child-AG and ask to promote a non-root node in child-AG to replace the virtual node. In the child-AG, similar maintenance can be performed afterward. Thus, the height of THAG can be reduced as much as possible.
In above maintenance process, AG entrances can be utilized. If a node can not find destination node, it can query corresponding AG entrance. In addition, if an AG entrance finds its AG is not complete, it can assign virtual nodes to some AG members. In this way, the AG structure can be repaired. Rejoining the system is another method to repair THAG system when a host can not receive any MDC description. In this case, the host will rejoin THAG from the top AG. However, since the AG bears strong resilience [3] and the probability that a group of nodes leave concurrently is very small, the rejoining procedure is seldom performed.
C. Performance Comparison with RMF
In RMF, network coordinate technology can be implemented as in THAG. In this situation, a parent node knows the coordinates for its children. When a newcomer joins, it contacts with the parents along the path from root to a nearby participating node as described in Section III.
Assume that the media is coded into s descriptions by MDC. A node can serve d other nodes. There are N nodes in the multicast service. A n,2 is utilized in THAG. The height of AG-tree in THAG is H AG = ( 1) are all small, the overhead is very light. When a node adjusts its position in THAG, it can receive data from former parents temporarily until it finds new parents. In this way, the streaming service will not be disrupted when the THAG changes.
Compared with CoopNet [4] , in THAG, all the AG entrances serve as local maintainers for AG structure. It can reduce the join latency and overhead, while it eliminates the performance bottleneck on single central server as in CoopNet.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the fault-tolerance and QoS-provision comparison of THAG and RMF through extensive simulation. Transit-Stub topologies generated by GT-ITM [17] tool are used as underlying network topologies in our simulation. In the simulation, each network topology has 10,000 routers and about 35,000 edges. Each participating host connects with a randomly selected router. One host is selected as media source in each run of simulation. Also, we implement GNP algorithm to obtain network coordinate for each host. The landmark set required by GNP algorithm is selected randomly, while it is ensured that any two landmarks will not locate in the same Stub domain. 15 landmarks and 8-dimensional Euclidean space are used for GNP.
To compare the fault-tolerance of THAG with RMF, we construct THAG and RMF with 1000 hosts at first. s trees are implemented in THAG and RMF where s varies from 2 to 6. Different media flows are multicasted along different trees in THAG and RMF. In the simulation, we set the maximum outdegree of each host is 12 and the THAG is constructed based on A 8,2 . Each host will fail with probability P. In each multicast tree, any failed node will result in the loss of descriptions for all offspring nodes. Given a certain host failure probability, the average number of received flows by live hosts is used as the metric to measure the fault-tolerance of multicast service. Since THAG constructed based on A 8,2 , 6 independent trees can be embedded at most. If s<6, we implement fast switch to improve the fault-tolerance in THAG.
In order to evaluate the QoS-provision of THAG and RMF, the following performance metrics are used in our simulation:
l Relative Delay Penalty (RDP): the average ratio of propagation delay on the paths from the source to any participating host in ALM tree over the end-to-end unicast latency between these hosts. The RDP shows the relative increase of delay that a packet experiences in ALM compared with network-layer multicast.
l Link Stress: the total number of duplicate copies of a packet that a link has to carry when it is multicasted to a group of nodes.
l Delay Variation: the average difference of delay on the paths from source to a host in different multicast trees. Delay Variation is an important metric to measure the synchronization buffer and latency requirements for received descriptions on a host. Given the host failure probability is 2%, 5% and 10%, the average number of received flows in THAG and RMF are drawn in Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 7 , with the same host failure probability, the lines denoting the average number of received flows in THAG is closer to the line of no host failure (P=0). Our proposed THAG yields better fault-tolerant performance than RMF. For example, when 4 trees are used, the average number of received flows in THAG is improved by 5.4%, 13.9% and 27.8% compared with that in RMF when the host failure probability is 2%, 5%, 10%, respectively. This is mainly due to the achievement of the independence of multicast trees in THAG, which ensures that the failure of a node in a tree can not disrupt the data delivery in other trees. This also can be found in Figure 8 , where we show the accumulative distribution of the number of descriptions that a host receives when the probability of host failure is set to 5% and the number of media flows is 4. As shown in Figure 8 , hosts in THAG tend to have higher probability to receive more flows than those in RMF. For example, the probability of a host in THAG receiving 3 or more flows is 83.1% while the probability in RMF is only 72.1%. All these results show that THAG is more fault-tolerant that RMF, which is important to improve the service continuity in dynamic ALM. Figure 8 . Accumulative distribution of the probability that a node receives some or more flows, s=3, N=1,000, P=5%.
A. Evaluation of Fault-tolerance

B. Evaluation of QoS-provision 1) Relative Delay Penalty (RDP)
We study the RDP in THAG and RMF with various numbers of hosts in the system. Three trees are used in THAG. The results are shown in Figure 9 where the group size, i.e. the number of hosts in system varies from 100 to 1,000. As shown in Figure 9 , the average and 90%-tile RDP in THAG are much smaller than that in RMF. When the group size is 1000, the average and 90%-tile RDP are 2.33 and 4.79 respectively in THAG, while that in RMF are 3.96 and 8.59. The results mean that the data delivery in THAG will experience much shorter latency than that in RMF. Furthermore, the larger 90%-tile RDP in RMF means that the RDP in RMF will vary more dramatically than that in THAG and the hosts in THAG will have more consistent media delivery. No matter how large the system size is, the RDP in THAG is very small. Since it is more difficult to optimize multiple multicast trees at the same time than single multicast tree [9] in distributed network environment, the small RDP in THAG scheme is remarkable. 
2)Link Stress
We study the link stress in THAG and RMF with various multicast group size. Three trees are used in THAG. Figure 10 shows the average and 90%-tile link stress in THAG and RMF where the group size varies from 100 to 1,000 hosts. We can see that the link stress increases slowly with the increase of group size. The average link stress in THAG and RMF are almost the same, while the 90%-tile link stress in THAG is slightly larger than that in RMF. When the group size is 1000, the average link stress and 90%-tile are 2.68 and 16.63 respectively in THAG, while that in RMF are 2.70 and 16.37. The small link stress in THAG and RMF indicates that they have the ability of avoiding the serious link congestion problem encountered in star-like multicast tree model. Since each host in star-like multicast tree connects with source host directly, there is very high load on a few links. In the worst case, the link stress in star-like multicast tree is almost the same as the group size. The absolute values for both two schemes are much small compared with star-like multicast.
Figure10. Link stress vs. Group size, s=3.
3)Delay Variation
In THAG and RMF system, each host receives multiple descriptions from different multicast trees and multiplexes these descriptions to reconstruct media sequence. The delay variation represents the difference of propagation delays along different multicast trees, which affects the buffer size and latency for synchronizing media data. The larger the delay variation is, the larger the synchronizing buffer is required. In order to measure the delay variation, we define Relative Delay Variation (RDV) as follows: where D max and D min are the maximum and minimum propagation delay experienced by a host when receiving descriptions from different multicast trees. Figure 11 The cummulative distribution of RDV, group siz=1,000.
The Cumulative Distribution of RDV in THAG and RMF is shown in Figure 11 where the system size is 1,000 nodes. From Figure 11 we can see that the RDV of 95% hosts in THAG is smaller than 3 when the number of trees is 2 and 4, while the RDV of 95% hosts in RMF is smaller than 3 when the number of trees is 2 and 85% when the number of trees is 4. The results indicate that the delay variation in THAG is in a small range. As shown in Figure 11 , the cumulative distribution of RDV in THAG is higher than that in RMF with the same number of trees, which means that the variation of delays for a host in THAG is smaller than that in RMF. With the increase of the number of trees, the variation of delay in RMF is more dramatic. So the hosts in THAG can experience relatively consistent media delivery from different trees.
The comparison results of RDP, link stress, and RDV show that THAG is not only more reliable, but also more efficient for data delivery than RMF.
VII. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, path diversity in ALM has been investigated to improve the reliability of streaming media service. Two schemes to construct diverse paths for participating hosts in ALM have been proposed. One is random multicast forest (RMF) and the other is topology-aware hierarchical arrangement graph (THAG). RMF makes different paths diverse by selecting parents randomly for each participating host when it joins multicast service, while THAG makes the paths node-disjoint for each host by constructing multiple independent multicast trees, where any interior node in a multicast tree will be leaf node in all the other multicast trees. Topology-awareness is implemented in both schemes to make them efficient for media delivery. The reliability and efficiency performance of these two schemes have been compared through simulation. The results of simulation show that the reliability of THAG has been improved up to 20% compared with RMF. The RDP, link stress, and delay variation in THAG are also smaller than that in RMF or almost the same as that in RMF. Simulation results indicate that THAG is a reliable and efficient ALM scheme for streaming media service.
